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Abstract
Objectives: Luminal epithelial basement membrane of
endometrial has a major role in implantation. Studies have
shown that the rate of successful implantation in stimulatory
cycles is less than natural cycles due to detrimental effects of
super ovulation drugs on endometrial tissue.The aim of this
study is to determine the changes of basement membrane of
human endometrial due to the effects of stimulatory drugs.
Material & Methods: Endometrial tissue samples with natural
cycle (N= 10, control group), and stimulation cycles (N= 10,
test group) at the time of implantation (120 h after injection of
HCG) were prepared. Ovulation was done by injection of
agonists GnRH and HMG. The specimens were processed for
electron microscopic study. Qualitative study of electron
density, and quantitative study increased thickness of
basement membrane) were performed on micrograph. The
data was analyzed using test.
Results: The qualitative study showed a significant increase of
electron density basement membranes in e test group. The
quantitative study indicated that some parameter of basement
membrane such as overall thickness, dark and clear was
significantly increased in test group compared to control
group. This difference was statistically significant (P≤ 0.05).
Conclusion: Considering the above findings, it can be
concluded that super ovulation drugs may lead to low
implantation rate by affecting the luminal epithelial basement
membrane of the endometrium
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Introduction:
Although population control is currently
necessary for the overly populated world,
but the need to have at least one child has
been the desire of mankind since his
creation, especially for women. Despite
significant advances that have been made
with respect to fertility, infertility remains
an important issue in society. Many Statistic
studies showed that 12% to 15% of couples
are infertile (1). The causes of infertility
include male infertility is 30%, female
infertility is 25%, a combination of both
male and female factors is 30%, and not
described or idiopathic infertility is 15 %(
2-3-4). One of the important factors in the
reproductive process is the role of the
endometrium (for receptivity to the
blastocyst, implantation, and the fetus
development) (5-6). Studies have shown
that failure or delay in receptivity and early
Implantation are the cause of infertility.
Implantation consists of very complex and
sensitive cellular and molecular events
which require careful coordination of
hormones of the hypothalamus, the
pituitary and the ovaries and an
orchestrated growth and development of
the endometrial tissue and the embryo,
especially at the time of implantation
window (7-8-9-10). Since the implantation
takes place in the second half of the
menstrual cycle and the endometrial
histological changes for the receptivity and
blastocyst implantation occur at this stage
under the influence of progesterone, It
seems that any pathological changes in the
endometrium could be due to the changes
in the secretion or the early activation of
the recipients on the surface of endometrial
tissue cells, particularly the luminal
epithelial cells (11-12-13-14). Considering
the current advances in the field of assisted
reproductive techniques of artificial
fertilization this has been an important step
towards solving the problems of infertility
(-15-16-17). Currently, using ovulation
stimulating drugs to increase the rate of
oocytes obtained per stimulating cycle is
routine in most infertility centers (-18-1920). Extensive research on the effects of
these drugs on then endometrial tissue has
been done. These researches were done on

animal models using light microscopes.
Researchers found that these drugs may
also cause a disturbance of normal cellular
and molecular events during the
implantation process (21).
The basement membrane plays a very
important role in the movement,
differentiation, invasion, migration and
feeding of the epithelial tissues and, so far,
there has been very little research done on
its ultra structural changes. Considering the
various factors affecting the performance
and the fundamental role of the
endometrium with respect to receptivity,
one of the most consequential factors is the
use of ovulation stimulating drugs in
stimulated cycles. Therefore, it seems that
these drugs have negative effects on luminal
epithelial cells and the basement
membrane. Therefore in this study possible
changes in the basement membrane and its
components have been investigated (22).

Material & Methods:

Patient selection: In the present study two
groups of women were selected for
sampling. Control group (Control group
=10): the sampling is taken from women
whose reproductivity has been approved
and in fact had no problem in terms of
fertility. In order to ensure that each group
consists of women having no problems in
terms of fertility and abnormal lesions, the
subjects were selected with the following
characteristics:
1 - Not having used any contraceptive
methods for at least three consecutive
months.
2- Lack of any pathological and abnormal
lesions causing intervention in our study.
3- As mentioned in the introduction, age is
an infertility risk factor; therefore subjects
in this group were 25-35 years old.
4- To assure the fertility of the candidates,
women who had given birth to at least one
healthy and normal child, were selected.
Case group (10 women): These women due
to their infertility had been referred to the
infertility center (investigations necessary
to ascertain the cause of infertility were
done at the center. Studies had shown that
the main cause of infertility in these women
was the male factor) .Their infertility was
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proven and before being referred to the
infertility center for specialized services
such as IVF or ICSI, they underwent
intrauterine insemination IUI several times
hoping to achieve conception, but the result
had been negative. These women had no
particular problems such as a pathological
endometrial, and in this study the male
factor was the cause of infertility. The
patients underwent protracted treatment of
stimulation with Agonists GnRH stimulating
Drugs (Buserlin or Super Fact, Dutch
company, Organon Dutch ),(subjects
received subcutaneous injection to inhibit
FSH and LH secretion). After LH, FSH
inhibition, IU 300 - 225 of drug HMG (made
by the Dutch company, Organon) was
injected intramuscularly .This drug induces
follicle development and maturation. More
oocytes are needed in stimulation cycles.
Finally, a single dose of HCG 10000 - 5000
for the final maturation of follicles was
injected. Then 34-36 hours after HCG
injection, oocytes were harvested through a
vacuum pump connected to a needle from
transvaginal Ultrasound Probe toward
ovary, and oocytes aspirated from the
follicles.
Taking Biopsy:
The patients were treated under IVF or
ICSI. If after three days of IVF or ICSI the
sperm did not fertilize the egg, or the egg
cell did not divide; then, these patients were
taken off the treatment protocol and were
advised to return three days later when LH
+6 was taken to perform the sampling from
their uterus fundus with Endometrial
Pipelle Section Curette Makk2. Pipelle of
samples obtained from the Dutch Rocket
International Company.
Tissue preparation:
For the electron microscopic study, uterine
tissue samples of both groups were
carefully washed with a solution of sodium
phosphate buffer (PH = 7.2) and then
specimens were fixed for 5 to 6 hours at a
temperature of 4 ° C with glutaraldehyde
2.5 percent solution. After fixation, other
preparation steps such as, second fixation in
1% of Os4 (Tetraoxid Osmium) dehydrated,
resin coating, embedding, and modifying
templates, making thin and semi-thin
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sections with ultramicrotome ( 50 Nm) and
finally all specimens were stained with
uranil acetate and lead citrate. The
photoelecromicrograph were taken step by
step with an electron microscope (Philips)
and then all the photo micrographs were
scanned and saved in the computer and
then Image tool Ver.8 software was used to
Morph meter for all electro micrographs.
To assess qualitative and quantitative
changes of basement membrane, the
software tool mentioned above was used.
Mean thickness in both groups was
analyzed, using the statistical T-test.
Differences of 0.05 and less than that were
considered as significantly.

Results:

Data and results based on ultra structure
morphological characteristics performed
with electron microscopy and structures of
cells by light microscopy (semi-thin
sections) are the qualitative aspects, and
morph metric parameters are the
quantitative aspects in this study.
Therefore, there are two aspects in this
study:
A) Morphological aspects (qualitative)
B) Aspects of morph metric (quantitative)
A) Morphological aspects (qualitative)
Figures (1), micrographs of the luminal
epithelium of the case and control group
respectively at the time of implantation
window. As observed luminal epithelium
cells are taller and their nucleus are
completely euchromatic and the secretions
which were not absorbed (arrows head) are
visible on the surface of the epithelium,
while in the control group, the cells are
short and the nucleus is relatively hetero
chromic and partial secretions are seen
scattered on the surface of the epithelium at
the time of implantation window. As it can
be seen, the basement membrane of luminal
epithelial is more thickness in the case
group than control group.
B) Morph metric aspects (quantitative)
In this section, using the Image tool
software( Ver.8), basement membrane
thickness has been calculated based on the
parameters shown in the table1. As noted in
the table(1), the basement membrane
thickness mean in the case group is
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258.56± 2.09 and in the control group is
159.21 ± 1.31.This shows that the
difference between these two groups is
statistically significant ( P<0/00). The
average thickness of the clear zone
(Electron lucent= Clear zone) in the study
group and control group is 81.61 ± 3.25
and (53.42 ± 2.12) respectively. The
difference between these two groups is also
statistically significant (p<0/0047).The
mean thickness of the dark zone (Dark zone
= Electron dense) in the case group and the
control group is respectively, 176.46 ± 2.24
and 105.16 ± 9.12 which shows statistically
a significant (p<0/000).

Discussion:

Problem of infertility has been an important
issue in recent decades. A lot of effort has
been put into looking for solutions. Despite
the development of medical sciences,
especially in the field of infertility,
fertilization and implantation remains a
major problem. Since the late twentieth
century, extensive efforts have been taken
to develop a better understanding of issues
concerning biology and reproductive
endocrinology, especially of the cellular and
the molecular events of ovulation,
fertilization and implantation. Despite
recent advances in the field of artificial
fertilization
techniques
(Assisted
Reproductive Technologies = ART), it
seems that the infertility problem has only
been partly solved; and scientists have
come to the conclusion that reproductive
science is still facing many problems and
are developing techniques of artificial
fertilization and techniques of ART because
the maximum rate of success in the most
advanced fertility centers incorporating
these techniques is only 25%. Infertility is
an
important
issue
discussed
in
implantation and fixed embryo implanted.
In implantation, the development and
interaction of the endometrium and the
embryo (blastocyst) is very important. The
Uterus is important for the reception and
the fixation of the fetus (Receptivity).
Receptivity in the uterus for implantation is
a complex process in which the ovaries
(hormonal) endometrium and the embryo
are the constant factors in this
phenomenon. It has been determined that

the appropriate development of the
endometrial for successful implantation of
embryos is necessary (23). The second
factor in implantation is that, the embryo
should be able to respond to the
endometrium and produce appropriate
connecting molecules (24). This study was
conducted in the middle stage of the second
half of menstrual cycle (Luteal) (the second
half is including three stages: primary,
middle and final).
The middle stage of the second half of
menstrual cycle is twenty-eight days and it
is equal to 22-20 days of regular menstrual
cycle. This temporary and limited period of
time is an opportunity for the embryo to be
able connects to endometrium. This time is
known as Implantation window that
conforms to the maximum receptivity of
uterus (25).
Changes in the basement membrane of the
luminal epithelium have been assessed and
analyzed into two aspects respectively: (1)
morph metric (quantitative) and (2)
morphological
aspects
(qualitative).
Therefore, Ultra structural changes of the
basement membrane of the luminal
epithelial cells in infertile women has been
compared with those of fertile women in
the middle luteal phase (LH +6) after
receiving ovarian stimulating drugs.
Most research, so far, has been conducted
with optical microscopy and only a few
Ultra structural studies have been done;
therefore, in the present study, changes in
endometrial tissue were performed using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and electronic photomicrograph were used
to see the exact structure of endometrial
tissue for morph metric (quantitative) and
morphological (qualitative) studies. In
general, morphological results of the
luminal epithelial tissues showed that
ovulation
stimulating
drugs
cause
developmental progression in the luminal
epithelium and increased secretions(
forward shift). Due to a lack of fetal
development and Synchronization, the
process of Opposition (placement) and
Attachment (connection) are impeded, and
finally uterus receptivity and implantation
are reduced. Because the luminal epithelial
cells have major role in endometrial
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receptivity for implantation, and increased
luminal secretions (due to lack of
absorption), over all prevent Opposition
and Attachment of blast cyst, it is clear that
receptivity of endometrial tissues affected
by ovulation stimulating drugs can be
reduced. This study was conducted in the
luteal middle phase when the luminal
epithelial tissues, especially of the basement
membrane are undergoing evolutionary
changes
after
receiving
ovulation
stimulating drugs. In this study the ultra
structure of base membrane has been
analyzed.
Overall morphological results of electron
photo micrographs in the case group
compared to the control group (Figures 1)
show that in the luminal epithelium tissues,
ovulation stimulating drugs taken over a
period of time lead to producing increased
secretions and a thickening of the basement
membranes. Scince these two finding (More
secrations and more incease of basal
membrane thickness) has negative effect
for attachment of embryo to luminal
epithelium ,so use of superovulation drugs
cause reduction of fertility. These drugs
cause
disorders
in
endometrial
endocrinology orders and Synchronization,
consequently
the
Opposition
and
Attachment of the blastocyst is impeded. On
the one hand morph metric results obtained
from basement membrane parameters
(Table 1) show that there is a significant
difference in average thickness ratio of the
clear zone compared to the dark zone in
both the case group and the control group
(P value <0.05).(significance of basement
membrane
parameters
confirm
morphological findings which indicates that
the ovulation stimulating drugs increases
secretion and thickness of basement
membrane, and particularly increases the
dark zone thickness which constitutes and
act as a physical barrier). Light photo
micrographs obtained from semi-thin
sections of from morphological point of
view shows that luminal epithelium cells
are taller and have more secretions on the
surface
(Figures
1).
Taking
into
consideration, the important role of luminal
epithelium cells in endometrial receptivity

for implantation; the increase of luminal
secretion (due to the lack of receptivity),
and thickening of basement membrane (due
to high activity of the cells) are over all
obstacles, resulting in prevention of
Opposition and Attachment of blast cyst.
This shows that receptivity of endometrial
tissues affected by ovulation stimulating
drugs could be reduced. Also, results of
other endometrial research (Miosge N. et.
al ) in 2005, conducted on mice, showed
that the use of stimulating drugs causes
changes in the molecular components of
basement membrane including the nidogen
lamina protein chains, and especially
collagen type IV.
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Figure1

Table 1. The basement membrane thickness of
luminal epithelium cells of control and test
groups during the implantation window days
(LH +6).

Groups

Control

Test

Total-membrane

159.21 ±

258.56±

thickness

1.31

2.09*

Clear zone

53.42 ±

81.61 ±

thickness

2.12

3.25*

Dark zone

105.16 ±

176.46 ±

thickness

1.18

2.24*

Data is presented as Mean ± SD
* Significance rate (p < 0.05)

Figure1. Photomicrograph of semi-thin sections
of endometrial luminal epithelium in the control
(A) and test group (B) at the day of LH +6
(400×). Electron micrograph of basement
membrane of
luminal epithelium in the
control(C) and test group (D) at the day of LH
+6. (10000 ×).
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